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Abstract 

Thr colliding beams in the SSC must cross at a small an- 
gle. so that when t,he bunches pass each ot,hrr auay from the 
intei.i~(tio:l I)oint (IP ), they are sufficicntiy separwtecl to ilVOid 
disrtlptirc beans-beam forces. Howvt~~r, the crossing angle is so 

small that the adjacent quadrupoles must be rommon to both 
lwams. Only after passing through four ~IIIIIIOII q~iidrupolrs 

on each side of the IP. are the beams split by- versical dipoles 
iutc) icparatt, iic~irmlines. III order to make the closed orbits of 
thus two bc~arns cross at a definite mglc at the IP (within a range 
up to 150 ~rrad): a series of correction dipoles are placed in the 
insertions. If these dipoles are excited in such ‘a way as to con 
sroi the closed orbits alone, the dispersion will be mismatched, 
reaching ~1~s of up to 50 cm in the arcs. This mismatch is due 
t,o the closed orbit displacement~s in the interaction region (IR) 
~lua~lrttpol~~s, causing them to act as 1)ending magnets. There- 
fore. both the closed orbit and dispersion must be matched si- 
IllllltRxl(‘OI181y. Solut,ions to this prclblem are presented. 

the bunches are only about five meters apart it is necessary to 

cross the beams at a very s11Ial1 angle, about 0.1 mrad. so that 
after two bmlchcs collide at the IP they pass ot,her bunches wit,h 
sttfficicnt transverse scparat,ion to prevent disruption from lmq- 

range beam-beam forces and to prevent spurious collisions. III 

addit,ion, t,hc two beams must, be prevented from colliding during 
injection and acceleration. 

To make the closed orbits cross at the desired angle at the IP 
and follow the magnet centerline in the arcs. the collinearity of 
the basic design must, be modified by trim dipoles (shown as dia- 
monds in Figure 1) placed on both beamlines in the IR straight 
section beyond the triplets. While these correctors cross t,he 
beams vert,ically at, the IP. another set of horizontal trims located 
next to the vertical ones must be powered during injection and 
acceleration to separate the beams at the IP. Alternatively, the 
brarns ran be ~riadr to cross horizontally and separate vertically 
at the IP. 

Introduction 

The most important aspect of the lattice of a large collider 
such as the SSC concerns the experimental interaction regions. 
In tlieh(L tlic beams are brought into collision and cross each 
other. from top to bottom and vzce WTP(~. see Figure 1. The two 

beams enter the IRs vertically separated by 70 cm. They are 
theri ~intdt’ collinrar by two vertical st,eps of 35 cm each. The two 
stel)s arc separated by a quadrttpolc channel with an M = -1 
transformation matrix. This insures that the vrrtirwl dispersion 
a.au+d l)y thrs two steps will cancel out,side of t,he steps. .4t the 
collision 1)oint the, hcviIIIs are foclmscd to wry SIlli size, IrliliIl1~ 
t,y the action of the quadrupolr t,riplets on both sides of the II’. 
To make these lxmn sizes small the triplets need to be close 
to the IP. before the beams can be separated. Therefore they 
~I’Y common to both beams. It would simplify matters a great 
deal if the beams could be left collinear in this region, but since 

To control the horizontal or vertical closed orbits. four correc- 
tors per beam in each plane suffice. namely those labeled 3, 4. 5, 
and 6 in Figure 1. This, however, is not adequate as it can lead 
to a large uncorrected vertical dispersion. One IR alone, set for 
a crossing angle of f75 [Lrads in the collision optics will produce 
a vertical dispersion wave of lt50 cm in the machine arcs if the 
dispersion is not compensated. A plot of the closed orbit arid 

dispersion fun&on for one low B IR is shown in Figure 2. 

The dispersion function plotted is the matched solution when 
it has not been controlled within the IR. The SSC will ttarc 
initially four IRS. each capable of independent tuning. In op~~r- 
at,ion. it is probable that t,hr crolising angles dl,sired for each IR 
will be different, depending on the experiment and detector. It 
is imperative that both the value of 13’ and the crossing angle be 
adjustable withotit affecting the other IRS and without causing 
a change in the dispersion functions in the arcs. Thus. care mtlst 
be taken to insure t,hat bot,h the closed orbit and the dispersion 
funrt,ion be locally corrert,ed within each IR. 
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Figuw 2 Cl,~d orlsit and disprrsion whtn the orbit alone IS controlled to 
~~mducr~ *i.j pra31 crobsing anglr in the rollisiou optics. 

This largr perturbation to t,he matched dispersion is due to the 
fact t,hat the cloyed orbit passes through the triplet quadrupoles 
0, T axis and suffers large deflections there. These deflections, 
occurring where the $function is large, are the source of the 
tlisptWic,n wavy. The- qundrupol~~s afYec-t, the dispersion as bentl- 
ing magncsts with gradient. they affect the closed orbit as quad- 
rq,olw. Ttinls !,lxs ~lowd orbit and dispersion xi’ p(7?tlrlwrl 

differently by the triplets and they cannot he corrected simulta- 
nr~usl~ by a s~mpk four-corrclctor scheme, as shown in Figure 2. 

Correction of both closed orbit and dispersion 

For each plant. correction of the closed orbit imposes three 
conditions on the trims: an initially zero closed orbit ray on 
the left shotild emerge on the right with zero displacement and 
slope, and at thr% II’ it should have a spcacified slope, or: in the 
1iorisout;d (‘ils<‘, a specified displacement,. Correction of the di+ 

persion imposrs two conditions: an initially zero dispersion ray 
on the left should emerge on the right with zero displacement 
an(l slopc~. It is not possible to place all of the trims between 
the triplet and thr M = -1 channel, because trims placed there 
act identically cm the closed orbit and dispersion. To produce 
sufficient orthogonality some trims must bp placed beyond the 
.il = -1 quadrupoles so that these can change the two rays 
entering the outer trims. 

To miniInizr thr, clowtl orbit displacement in these quadrupolrs 
imposes adtiitional condit,ions: in practice it is found t,hat eight 
trim dipoles are needed on each beamline in each plane. dis- 
tri1mtc.d as shown in Figure 1. It sufficc~s to solve the problem 

for (only one cjf the, two hrams, since wch bra111 WCS the sanw 
focllssing pattern. Therefore if the vertical correct,ors wit,11 cor- 

responding numbt~r~ ml the two beams are of equal <trengt,h. 
tile yc,r.tic.nl orhit? rcflwt into each othc>r. Howcwr, to obtain 

+y)aritticx iit tlw TP during injrction ilIl(~ ac-wlrration. t,lie cor- 
r~+l)o:lclill~ hc,ri;cr)ntal wrrcc’torq slloultl lliiw opposite’ strcTlgths: 
tl:l(‘n tllr> l~~~rizor~tal or.l)its will wflcct lvitll oppwitr signs. 

TLC, two l~c~ama must 1~. prcventcd from colliding during injcc- 
tic,n IIIICI acwl~wltion. and t,hcx sq~aration should t)t, gwater than 

about ten times the transverse beamsize to take care of the long 

range beam-beam effect. Such separations can be produced by 

crossing the beams vertically and separating them horizontally 

at the IP. A solution of this type, satisfying the conditions de- 

scribed in the previous paragraph, is shown in Figure 3, and 

the magnitude of the transverse separation divided by the local 

transverse beamsize in the triplet region is shown in Figure 4. 

In this case the crossing angle is f75 /grads, which happens to 

be the maximum value desired for collisions. 
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Figure 2 (‘lewd orbit and disptwim xlvn both arr ror~trollrd ait,h c~# 
vertical and eight horizontal correckm on rach beam. crossing the bralns 

\err~i.ally and sq~m4lmg them hori~or~tall~ al. tlw II’ for injection and a~:+ 
e~at.1011 
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Figurq 3. ‘red trwwwsr separation of thr closd orhIts in the tripiet rrglon 

corresponding to the injwztion solution of Figure 3. 

After the beams have brrn accelerated they will be made t,o col- 

lide by gradually turning off the horizontal trims. If a crossing 

angle Itxss than +75 /brads is desired the vertical trim currents 

must br reduced. cithor before or after turning off the horizontal 

trims. Figure 5 shows the vertical displawments and dispersion 

for a i’i5 [“ad crossing angle in the collision opt,ics. It is vir- 

tually idrnt,ical to the vertical displawments and dispersion for 

the injection optics, due to the fact that, these triplet strengths 

are nearly the same in these two cases. The corresponding srp- 

aration between the two beams is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Uowd orblt and dispersion nlwu both arc con,trolled with eight 
\wt~rrll ~~~rrwtur~ OLD (at-h twam. crrAr)g 1 he hcanls vrrt idly at the If’ with 
fi.5 pad for collisions. 
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Figure 6 Iota1 transvrrse separat.ion of the closed orbits in the triplet region 
c~~rrrspor~di~~g tu tlir- ccitlislorl optlrs solution of FiKllrc 5. 

Hardware and lattice changes required 

Two design changt,s are rrqnired due to the, crossing an+ 

problem. First, the orbit excursions in the -21 = - 1 quadrupoles 
are ahollt 5 mm. so it is necrssary to incrrasc th& apcrturcs 

so that multipole errors there do not perturb the bc,ams too 
much. Therefore these apertures have hern incrrasrd from fou1 

to five crntimcters, which in turn rcquirc,s 1cngthcGng thr3e 
cjuadrupolrs. Srcond, a t&v II~W drift spaces hay? to be openf~l 

up for the trims, which nrrd 5 m for Mach horizontal and \-cbrtiral 
pair. .i\< ii rfwilt sonic minor clia~igc~ in the lcrigth. fic,lti, anti 
location of t,hr, main vertical dipoles are rclquired. Xonc of these 
changes affect the six quxdrupoles on each sitlc of the II’ that 
prothicc~ tlit, pro1)~r .i* \itlucs. 

Medium-fl IRS 

Sincr the hIcdilun-.1 IRS havc~ tht> sang strllrturt, as the LOU-.9 

ones t,he crossing angle can be handled in the same way. The 
peak-,3 values in th? triplrts. howeY(‘r ~ are only a third its grcaat ~ 
so the required strength of the trims and the orbit cxcllrsions in 
the quadrupoles is likely to br less than in 111(x low-/3 cask. T11c 

details remain to be worked out. 

Calculations 

To calculate the closrd orbit and dispersion rffrcts. and to 
obtain solution values for thr trims\ various modifications w(‘re 
made in the SYNCH program. For example. in the coursr of itrr- 
ations tht orbit changrs, and for catch iteration new quadrupolc 
t,ransfer matrices are calculated in order to obtain the corrcact 
effect on thr dispersion. The computation timp is considrrablr, 
so it, WM expedient to produce a version of the program to run 
on the CR,E’. 
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